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ABSTRACT
In order to gaia int # nr for variational problems in field theory, we analyze
variationally the quantum-n -«.hanical anharmonic oscillator

V(x) = £ x 2 + j X*] .

Special attention is paid to r rovements to the Gaussian effective potential.

"Work partially supported by CNPq and FAPERJ.

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of spontaneous symmetry breakdown- •' in f.-.li •.::••:.:;. :; i-uaiiy carried
out by the analysis of the effective potential (V ei( ). In general. Veff can be defined as the
minimum expectation value of the system's Kamittonian
subjected to the constraints <v\v>

V çff (#) = min <

= 1 and < ^ | * | t » = 4 ,

where •

is the fieid

operator. The point where Vreff is minimum defines the physical theory. As is well
known, the effective potential generates the Green's functions at zero momentum and
energy.
Since the minimization of

<v|H|^>

over the whole functional space is a

tremendous task, a very popular field theoretical method for obtaining V e{f is the loop
expansion' ', which suffers from the shortcoming of being a perturbative expansion. One
way to look for some non perturbative effects is to employ the so called "Gaussian effective
potential"'' which is evaluated by minimizing < r | H | | O over the subspace of Gaussian
wave functional.

Gaussian Ansätze have also been used to analyze time dependent

problems' ' that appear in the description of the early universe.
Although the Gaussian effective potential is very appealing for its simplicity, it is
not easy to improve upon since we must enlarge the subspace of the allowed wave
functional and this leads to involved calculations.
In this paper we shall analyze a simple quantum-mechanical system through the
effective potential method, in order to gain some intuition that can be applied to field
theoretic models. Our goal is to compare the results of the Gaussian approximation with
the one obtained by enlarging the class of allowed wave functional. We shall restrict our
attention to trial wave functions that belong to the class of linear combinations of
Gaussians or products of Gaussians by polynomials because, with this choice of Ansalze,

the computations involved ate feasible not only in the quantum mechanical context but
abo for Odd theoretic models.
This paper is organized »s follows. As a first step, in Sec. II, we obtain the ground
sute for the quantum-mechanical anhannonic oscillator using several Ansätze for the
states v- Section III contains the analysis of the effective potential obtained for different
Atuàtizt Our conclusions are presented in Sec. IV.

2. VARIATIONAL ESTIMATE OP THE GROUND STATE

We shall study the quantum system consisting of a unit-mass anhannonic oscillator
subject to a quartic potential, whose Hamiltonian is*:

H = £+V(x) ,

(2.1a)

with p being the momentum operator and

V(x) = | x 2 + £x« ,

(2.1b)

where A is a positive constant, and k may be positive or negative. Foe k < 0 eq.(2.1b)
represents the double-well potential, that in Quantum Field Theory is related to
spontaneous symmetry breakdown.
The purely Gaussian Ansatz has been considered previously as an approximation to
the eigenfunction of H associated with the lowest energy1 I As a warm up for the field
theoretical problem, we shall improve the Gaussian Ansatz in Quantum Mechanics in order

•We are tuing umU where: ft = 1.

to g<v moro precise information on the beiutviuur of the s;.: •;., «i^itriiy-i by > 2.1}.
For fixed A(=l). a qualitative analysis based upon t:;<? síiapo of Y<x) su^g-^ts the
existence of three different intervals of k where the system is expected 10 exhibit different
physical behaviour. For k > 0 ,

V(x) has only one minimum and the lowest energy

cigenstate is a function with one peak at x = 0 . Even for small negative vaiues of k
(k > — 1) we expect the same one—peak behaviour for the lowest energy eigenstate since its
eigenvalue is supposed to be bigger than V(0), so that, the particle is not forced to stay
very long in any of the wells.
For moderate negative values of

k

( - 3 < k < — I), the lowest energy of the

system is smaller than V(0), and the only possibility that the particle beginning in one
well reaebs the other is through tunnelling. In this case, the barrier that the particle has to
cross is not thick enough, such tha; the tunnelling effect is still large. Moreover, the
eingenfunction of the lowest state is expected to have two peaks that are not well separated
from one another.
For large negative k (k < - 3), the barrier that the particle has to cross, when it is
initially in one well, in order to get to the other, is very thick and the wave function inside
the barrier vanishes so quickly that the system almost behaves as consisting of two
independent wells. We need to take this last phrase with caution, because there is always
tunnelling in Quantum Mechanics, even though it can be very small.
Now we proceed to make more quantitative tbe previous considerations. Our first
improvement to the Gaussian Ansatz is the introduction of a quadratic polynominal
multiplying the Gaussian wave function - that is,

e

2

,

(2.2)

where u, 0 and x0 are variation^ parameters used to minimize <v|H|t'>,and N is

the normalization constant such that v has unit norm.
The anharmonic potential given by eq. (2.1b) is obviously invariant under the
parity transformation x--x.

so that the ground state is an even function of x .

For

moderate negative values of k ( - 3 < k < - 1 ) , each well of the double-well potential is
sufficiently deep to force the ground state eigenfunction to become nodekss endowed with
two peaks. For such values of k we can not expect the single-peaked Gaussian Ansatz to
be a good approximation to the ground state wave function. Therefore we are naturally ted
to consider thefollowingAnsatz:

l+tffx-x/je * ^ +B[l+/?(x + xo)2]e *

J . (2.3)

N is a normalization constant such that i> has norm one, and it is determined in terms of
the variational parameters X -V <*> and

B

-

Tne

purely Gaussian Ansatz is obtained

from (2.3) by putting B = ß = 0, and an even wave function is obtained by setting B=l.
Imposing the normalization condition on v, we obtain that

N

x-l

(2.4)

J .

Using equations (2.1), (2.3) and (2.4), it is straightforward, but somewhat tedious,
to compute
E M = <tf|H|0>
which yields

,

(2.5)

[tf = of2 {(I + B2) [u,3 + Xf + I f\ + 2B e~">0 \J

+A
(2.6)
For fixed values of k and A we can get an approximation to the ground state
energy EQ by finding the values of the parameters ß , u , XQ [for B = 0,1) for which E\%]
is minimized. This is achieved by requiring that the partial derivate of E[tJ with respect
to each of these parameters to be zero. However, in this fashion we obtain coupled
nonlinear algebraic equations that are too intrincate to be solved analytically. Therefore,
for fixed k and X we determine numerically the set of parameters that minimize (2.6).
So long as only the relative values of k and A are important, we shall set A = 1
from now on (with the consequence that the location ( * J - j

) and depth ( - | ^ ) of

the minima of V(x) are determined by k alone).
We compare the numerical results for the minimum value of E(vj for the following

Gaussian ( J = O, B = 0), sum of two Gaussian ( J = 0, B = 1), one quadratic
conectiou (B = 0) and a symmetric quadratic correction (cf. eq.(2.3) with B = 1). The
oumerical analysis is made for two values of k that give rise to a single-well potential
(k * 0 and 1) and for six values of k for which the potential (2.1b) possesses two wetls.
The latter situation is expected to exhibit a more interesting behaviour. In Table 1 we
display the approximate values of the ground state energy for each of the four previous
AiumUe. Table 2 contains the relative corrections afforded by the other three trial
functions with respect to the Gaussian .4«s«te(B = 0 and # = 0 ) .
From the oumerical results, we learn that, in the interval k > - 1 , where the
eigenruncikn has aa one-peaked form (see for example Figure 1), the best wave function of
the three Ansätze (2.2), (2.3) with B = 0 and B = 1, are flatter and broader than the
Gaussian Ansatz in the region around x = 0.

Moreover, they vanish faster than the

Gaussian Ansatz for large x , and the Ansätze considered yield almost the same value for
the ground state energy. We should remember that for this interval of k the approximate
lowest energies are positive and there is no classically forbidden region.
In Figure 2 we present an example of best fit wave function for k = - 2.0, that
illustrates a typical behaviour for - 3 < k < - 1.

For this interval of k the three

Ansätze have a :wo-peaked form while the Gaussian one has only one maximum.
Therefore, there is a qualitative difference between the three new Ansätze and the Gaussian
Ansatz, in this inierval of k: from tbe shape of the trial wave functions, we see that the
quantum tunnelling effect is very important and each well "feels" the presence of the other.
The best fit of the sum of two Gaussians is very close to the best one using a quadratic
correction to a Gaussian, while the symmetric quadratic correction wave function is flatter
in the region around the two maxima of the wave function than the Ansätze (2.2) and (2.3)
with J = 0 and B = 1. Between the two extrema of the wave functions, the symmetric
quadratic correction wave function is slightly bigger than the others, and it contains more
information about tbe tunnelling phenomenon.

Finally we shall discuss typical best fit of the fo'tr Imãtzí for k < - 3 . In this
interval of k . the best fit of the Gaussian A rizat; «mi the q^-ir-tii* correction one are very
dose, and both exhibit only one peak. These wave function- constrain ;he particle to stay
in only one well, but this is not a correct picture, since there is always tunneiiins. besides
the fact that the ground state wave function must be symmetric under the change
x - - x . The Ansätze (2.3) with B = 1 and tf = 0 (sum of two Gaussians} and (2.3) with
B = 1 (the symmetric quadratic correction) are virtually (indistinguishable. It should be
noticed that the tunnelling effect is very small, even though it is not exactly zero, and toe
ground state wave function can be regarded as a aeariy incoherent sum of two wave
functions localized in disconnected wells.
<^'(H|v>

From Table 1 we verify that the minima of

furnished by each of the four Ansitze are very close to each other aad this

happens because a single Gaussian centered at one of the minima give? the same result as
the sum of two independent Gaussians. each centered at one of the minima.

For

normalization reasons, the maximum value of the single Gaussian is higher by the factor
fi than the maximum value of the double Gaussian, and this is clearly shown in Figure 3.
For

k < - 4 . we conclude thai the quadratic correction is cot a significantly

improved Ansatz for the ground state neither the symmetric quadratic correction is an
improvement to the sum of two Gaussians.

3. APPROXIMATE EFFECTIVE POTENTIAL FROM DIFFERENT ANSÄTZE

The effective potential Vt((

for quantum mechanical systems is defined as' '

= min<i|H|c>

,

l

(3.1a)

where the minimimiow is performed over all state» - t > such that,

< r | x | r > = <x>

,

(3.1b)

where <x> is fixed, and the states are properly noraaiiz-d- that is,

<e|*?> = 1 .

(3.1c)

Tbe potential V(x) that we are considering (see expression (2.1b)) is symmetric
yader the transformation x -• - x , but the expectation value of x is fixed, hence the wave
function that minimizes (3.1a) docs not have definite p^ri'.y.
We have computed tbe approximate effective potential in three case?: the Gaussian
effective potential13' where tbe space of functions is given by (2.2) with

ß = 0; the

quadratic correctioa to the Gaussian Ansatz, whose spacs of functions b given by (2.2), XQ
being the expectation value of x ; and fically, tbe last Ansatz is the sum of two Gaussians
(expression (2.3) with

0=0).

Let us begin by the approximate effective potential derived from tbe normalized
quadratic correction to the Gaussian Ansatz,

tfx)

I

(12)

i»V + * + T

where w and J are tbe variationa] parameters and Xg is equal to < t ' | x | i » , which is
fixed. This approximation to the effective potential V ^ X Q ) is obtained by means of

v

effíxo) =

rnin <vjHn.'>
{J]

(3.3a)

•

*

.

:

.

•

•

:

•

/

<v',H|v> =

(33b)

Tbe Gaussian effective potential is found by setting J = 0 in (3.3), »nee in this
case we recover the normalized Gaus :;a Ansatz ia (3.2).
The third Atuai: chat we consider is the íurr. c: ;wo Ga^fUns.

•- » (X—X

(3.4a)

Be

where uv u^ x,, x^ and B are variational parameters. We should remember that for
<x> fixed the lowest energy eigemtate is not necessarily an even function of x. The
normalization constant N , such that < r | r> = 1 . is given by

N

I |

1 , B*

J? B

'For the wke of comficuan», we m exhibiting all ih«
we u e A = l

in the Manwrkal work.

10

-%

(3.4b)

exprewion* (or arbitrary A. alfbougb

The expectation value of H for the space jf trial functions (3.4) is

1

A

.3/2

7

,1/2

A

I

3
,»/2

, ,3/2
?,

+

l

1/2
u/t

„4
A)

1/2

"172
u/ 2

a;,

XlX2il.lWi + k

| _ ^ -

+

A

y2

3

y4

,

(3.5a)

where N is given by (3.4b)
(3.5b)

The parameter B can be written as a function of the expectation value <x>, ard
the other variatiosai parameters.

B =

iy-<x»*

| 2(y-

<.

-r(X,-X 2 r

(x2 -

<x>)(x,

(3.G)

II

•.vh'T'1 *.h" ny

of i.hn r^i.iro rrxv. 'hat appear? ia :'J.0i L- L:..--TI ,-udi ".:..;: ;-"5.Vj gives tho

minimum for <x> fixfid.
Again we have three distinct, behaviours of the approximate effective potential
depending on the value of k .

For k > — 1.5 the throe approximate effective potentials

are convex and they are equal for

x > xcj,

where

xcl

( I — T ) is the classical

minimum of V(x), and the quantum corrections are negligible. For a typical behaviour of
these approximations, see Figure 4 where we have

k = -1 .

We notice that the

approximate effective potential yielded by the trial wave function (3-2) is lower than the
Gaussian effective potential, as it should be, since it contains more variational parameters.
For - 3 < k < - 1.5 we show some typical behaviour in Figure 5 for k = — 2 .
Notice that in the classical region (x cl > / ? ) the three Ansitze give the same result, but
in the region

0 < x < xcl,

the Gaussian effective potential and the one quadratic

correction effective potential are no longer convex, whereas the sum of v\o Gau?íians still
gives a convex potential.
For the last region of k (i.e., k < — 3) we exhibit the typical behaviour in Figure 6
where we have ;hosen k = - 4 .

In the classical region the :hree An$c':e give tho same

result, however for 0 < x < xci the Gaussian effective potential is non-convex and the
approximate effective potentials obtained using the sum of two Gaussians or the quadratic
polynomial times a Gaussian are virtually identical. The effective potential coming from
the sum of two Gaussians, or in the same way, the one coming from the one quadratic
correction, are nearly convex, see Figure 6. This can be understood from the fact that, in
the absence of tunnelling, as happens in field thcjry, the sum of two Gaussians corresponds
to a Maxwell construction for the effective potential' '. However, this is not the correct
realization of the system, since in Quantum Mechanics there is no symmetry breakdown' '.
It must be stressed that we are in the interval of k such that the barrier between the two
classical minima is very thick, and the two Am>ät:e (3.2) arid (3.4) are not good enough to

12

take into account the tunnelling effect that is always present Quantum Mechanics.
Therefore for k < — 3 none of the three .4nsöf;e leads to a reasonable description when we
have a double well potential.

4. DISCUSSION

The Gaussian Ansit: was applied to Quantum Mechanics and it is quite easily
extended to Quantum Field Theory in the Schrõdinger Picture^ '.

However, if one is

interested in improving this Ansatz, perhaps the simplest extension amounts to taking the
product oi a quadratic polynonüal by the Gaussian function. The presence of the quadratic
term makes the calculations more involved, and the aim of this work is to compare the
Ansatz (2.3) with the Gaussian one and also with another trial function in the form of a
symmetric sum of two Gaussians.
From Tables 1 and 2 we can infer the range of k in which it is important to
consider (2.3), and where it can be replaced quite effectively by the symmetric sum of
Gaussians:
For positive k . it is clear that the Gaussian Ansatz is pretty good. In these cases
the quadratic correction to the Gaussian Ansatz makes the wave function flatter around its
maximum and a little broader than the Gaussian.

Moreover, the wave function goes

quickly down to z*ro. The inclusion of an x 2 terra to correct the Gaussian Ansatz is
unimportant because it is dominated by the rapid decrease of the exponencial function.
For small neçative k f k > - l )

the ground state energy is positive and there is no

tunnelling. The w<tve function still has one-peaked form whoso maximum is at x = 0 .
However, for - .'} < k < — I the tunnelling effect become important. A ron-jh ^•\r.,:Mi of
the probability of tunnelling

P

ein be obtained by using the WKB method'-.

For

instance, for k = - l.ó. - 2. - 12. and - 4 v,e have tUt V 't <)'>. 0/2. :'. « 10*. &:A 10 1 .
13

n\ '"'Civf-iy.

I nt i n M - ' . - i r i ' j i i

- I < !-: :' - I t.Ii*• O - - . . - • ; • • ! ;

; .. .

/ .

••;.,:

! .i::i

rho

.•Inscfc (2.Í) provides a bolter approxirnanon.
F'>r large nega'.;vr k ( k < - 3 <

'he sum of '.wo G.v:\:;;.-..: •.•;,••.•.• ;:;:.:.'\,>:\ coincides

with the one obtained from the family of trial functions (2.3). So long as the computations
including the quadratic correction to the Gaussian Ansat: are rr.ore complicated but lead to
no significant improvement of the ground state energy, in this region of k values, thus it
is completely unjustified to start with eq. (2.3j with ß i 0 . In the case k = — 4 , for
instance, the ground state energy is effectively the ianie whether one starts from the trial
function (2.3) or simply from a linear combination of two Gaussians, that is. eq. (2.3) with

0=0.
The approximate effective potentials that are derived with the three Ansätze (3.2)
(with 3=Q and ßt 0) and (3.4) behave differently for distinct regions of k . For k > — 1
there is no tunnelling effect and the three Ansitze give convex effective potential curves.
They art all equal in the classically allowed region. |x| > x cl where x cl is the positive
classical minimum of V(x)

and the effective potential derived fron, the quadratic

correction is lower than the one obtained using the Gaussian Ansrtz, as it should be.
For — 3 < k < - 1 .

the tunnelling effec: is very important, and the quadratic

correction takes into account this phenomenon. Both the Gaussian effective potential and
the quadratic correction one become non-convex while the effective potential coming from
the two-Gaussian Ansat: is convex. Please notice from Figure 5 that the two-Gaussian
effective potential is always lower t an the Gauííian and the quadratic correction ones.
Furthermore, for small x the two-Gaussian effective potential i« almost identical to the
quadratic correction one.
For k < - 3 , the quadratic correction and the sum of two Gaussians give a picture
where there is spontaneous symmetry breakdown in Quantum Mechanics, since the
effective potential that we obtain in these Ansätze i* a Maxwell construction, as we nave in
the broken

\o*

in Quantum Field Theory.
14

Since there is no spontaneous symmetry

breaking in Quantum Mechanics, these A7isat:t are not completely satisfactory for
k < — 3 . The reason for this unphysical behaviour is that tunnelling is very small for this
range of k since the barrier between the classically allowed regions is thick. However, the
quadratic Gaussian and the two-Gaussian effective potentials give arise to a better
physical picture than the Gaussian one since they yield no false vacuum and their value at
x = 0 is much smaller than the one for the Gaussian approximation.

15
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1:

Comparison of the different .4nsãrrf (solid lines) with the Gaussian one
(dot-dashed line- for

\ = i

and

k = - 1:

a) sum of two Gaussian«:

b) quadratic correction to a Gaussian; c) Ansatz (2.3).

Figure2:

Comparison between different Ansàtzt for k = - 2 and A = 1: a) Gaussian
(solid line) and sum of two Gaussians (dot-dashed line); b) Gaussian (solid
!ine> and quadratic correction to a Gaussian í dot-dashed line); c) Gaussian
i solid line) and the Ansatz \2:i) (dot-dashed line); d) sum of two Gaussians
(solid line) and the Ansatz(2.3) (dot-dashed line).

Figure 3:

Same as Fig. 2 for

k= - 4

and

A = 1: a) Gaussian (solid line) and

quadratic correction to a Gaussian (dot-dashed line); b) Gaussian (solid
line; and the Ansatz (2.3) (dot-dashed line): c) Gaussian (solid line) and the
sum of two Gau-?ians t dot -dashed liaej:

d) sum of two Gaussians (solid

line» and the Ansatz (2.3) (dot-dashed line).

Figure 4.

Effective potential obtained with the Ansatz (3.4) for A = 1 and k = - 1.

Figure 5.

Effective potential obtained using several Ansätze for A = 1 and k = - 2:
Gausiian (dashed line), polynomial times a Gaussian (dotted iine). and
Antat: >3.4) (solid line).

Figure 6.

San;«? ^ in Fiü. ', but for X = 1 and k = - 1.

Table 1

k

B=0. ?=0

B=l, J=Q

B =0

B =l

1.0

0.62402

0.62105

0.62106

0.62093

0.0

0.42927

0.42119

0.42124

0.42083

-0.1

0.40716

0.39809

0.39514

0.39775

-1.0

0.177S2

0.14S0Ü

0.14932

0.14743

-1.5

0.02062

- 0.03SS2

- O.0377S

- 0.04256

-2.0

-0.16376

-0.2S9I1

- 0.2S522

- 0.29S69

-3.2

- 1.36046

- 1.3S06I

- 1.36051

- I.3SÜ62

-4.0

- 2.63270

- 2.63742

- 2.63551

- 2.63660

Eo is the minimum value of < r | H | v> for the four Ansit:e and A = I . The Gaussian
Ansatz is B = 0 and J= 0: the sum of two Gaussians is B = 1 and J = 0: the one
quadratic correction is B = 0 . and finally, the symmetric quadratic corroc-.iou is B = I.

Table 2

k

B=l, J=0

B=0

1.0

0.47%

0.50%

1.97%

0.0

1.90%

1.90%

1.97%

-0.1

2.20%

2.20%

2.30%

-1.0

16.20%

16.03%

17.09%

2S37o

307.80%

-1.5

B=l

-2.0

76.54%

74.17%

32.39%

-3.2

1.48%

0.34%

1.48%

-4.0

0.20%

0.i0%

0.15%

This table shows the relative difference of lowest energy for the three Ansätze, sum of two
Gaussians. the one quadratic correciioa and the symmetric quadratic correction, to the
Gau5íian Ansatz, where:
E0(B=0,>0)-E0
= 100

Eo(B=0,J=0)
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